ROSEMOUNT
POLICE
DEPARTMENT
In partnership with the community, the Rosemount Police
Department assists and educates the public, resolves
problems, prevents crimes, and enforces laws. We pursue
our mission and serve with honor, integrity, and courage.

DAD JOKES 101
"Hey, I hear they are
building a mirror
factory in town.

280

I could see myself
working there!"

POLICE CONTACTS
MAR 12 - MAR 18
2021

STORY OF THE WEEK

BIKE WINNERS ANNOUNCED NEXT WEEK!
Thanks to those who nominated members of our community
for a free bike! We had some very thoughtful nominations and
are excited to present the new wheels. Special thanks to HEART
Ministry for the donation of bikes and community partnership!!!

WEEKLY SNAPSHOT
TRAFFIC STOP LEADS TO DUI AND METH

Officers stopped a vehicle on Highway 52
for driving considerably slower than the flow
of traffic and driving over the lane lines.The
42-year-old female driver showed signs of
impairment and field sobriety tests were
conducted. She provided a breath test
sample of .09.While placing the female
under arrest for DWI, a baggie was found in
her pocket that contained a rock-like
substance consistent with
methamphetamine. She was also booked for
5th degree-controlled substance.
MAN CITED AFTER SPITTING ON VEHICLE
A 39-year-old male was cited for
disorderly conduct after stopping
a car in the middle of the road,
slamming his hands on the hood,
calling the young driver a
profanity and lastly spitting on the
vehicle. The male was upset
about the driver speeding
FIREWORKS CAUSE GRASS FIRE

Officers assisted the Dakota County Sheriff’s
office with a grass fire at 170th and Biscayne.
Kids in the area were launching bottle rockets
and the wind carried the hot, smoldering bottle
rockets across the street causing a very large
grass fire, nearly starting a pole barn on fire.

MAR 12 - MAR 18 2021

ATV CRASH LEADS TO HEAD INJURY
Officers responded to an ATV crash on north
Robert Trl S. A 26 year old female was driving
a 6-Wheeler ATV with two juveniles on board.
The female sustained a head injury and was
transported to the hospital via M Health.
BB GUN DAMAGES PROPERTY
Officers responded to a home for a noise
complaint shortly after 2:00am. The caller
stated it sounded like her neighbors were
shooting something in their backyard. Officer
found three males who lived at the home and
they stated they were shooting an air-powered
gun at a cardboard box in their backyard. The
officer told them to stop shooting the gun and
they agreed. Later the next day, the officer
received another call from the same caller
saying they had property damage to their fence
and house siding from something being shot at
it. Further investigation showed that the three
males were shooting a BB gun that shot metal
BBs into and threw the fence in their backyard.
They said they did not know the BBs would go
through the wood and were apologetic for their
actions. The caller did not want to press
criminal charges. All three males were warned
for the illegal firing of a gun on their property.
THEFT OF APPLIANCE
.A household appliance was stolen from a new
home construction located on Addison Trail. The
theft is under investigation.
EQUIPMENT VIOLATION LEADS TO WARRANT
An officer stopped a vehicle for not having a front
license plate. While running the driver’s record, he
was found to have an active warrant for
misdemeanor theft out of Scott County and he
was arrested for that warrant.

